ASU Billing Management
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Billing Status Definitions
1. Billing Event - A billing event is a collection of charges that have been marked as
billed and can be pulled into a file to be processed by the financial department of
the institution.
2. New Billing Event page - Charges that are Ready to Bill, Not Billable or Pro Bono
are listed on the New Billing Event page. From this page, charges can be added
to a billing event. This page is only viewable by Core Administration.
3. Draft Billing Event - The Draft Billing Event page is one that includes all charges
that the administrator has set aside for billing but has not committed to the billing
event. You are not required to create a Draft event but many cores find it useful.

4. Billing Initialized Billing Event - Once administration has committed charges to a
billing file and generated invoices, those charges are part of a Billing Initialized
billing event. This means billing errors will be flagged, and changes, disputes and
removing charges from the billing event can occur. The core will still need to
send the billing file or invoice.
5. Ready to Send - The billing file will be sent directly to the Advantage. When the
core has submitted the file to be sent, the status changes to Ready to Send.
6. File Sent - When the file has been sent to Advantage for processing, the billing
event is marked as File Sent. Changes within the iLab system will no longer
affect the actual charges billed.
****Please note, you must refresh your iLab page to see the change in billing
event status****

Creating a billing event
How does a Core Manager Bill for Completed Services?
When the core manager is ready to bill, they should click on the Billing tab of their core
and click on new billing event in the Billing panel.

Then, they will be presented with a screen as shown below. This screen will show all
the charges that are have been completed but have not been billed yet. If a charge
has a red flag by it, this means that it does not have any valid payment information
associated with that charge. At this point, the core manager can reach out to that PI
and ask them what payment source they should use for the charge. They can also use
the

arrow to exclude the charge from the current event.

Once the core manager has reviewed all of the charges and they are ready to bill, they
can simply click on create at the bottom. This confirms all of these charges and there
is one more step to complete to send these to Advantage.

How does a Core Manager Send Charges to Advantage?

Once the billing event has been created, the core manager simply clicks on Send file to
ASU, and the charges will be sent to Advantage for processing. When the screen is
refreshed, the status will change to File Sent.

How does a Core Manager Send invoices to customers?
iLab customers can access their invoices at any time by linking on the “invoice” link in
the left side menu. Core managers can also email invoices to the invoice owners.

Invoice owners will have five days to review their invoices before the billing
file is sent to Advantage.

During the invoice approval period, your billing file will be in a status of
“Ready to Send”

Billing errors
In the event that an Agency/Org has become unavailable to the researcher
during the invoice approval period, you will see a billing error.

To resolve the billing error, click on the billing error tab and navigate to the
invoices.

The charge that requires resolution will be clearly marked. If the error can
not be resolved at this time, it can be removed from the billing file.

Invoice Management
The iLab/ASU integration includes a setting that allows principal investigators or
financial managers to dispute line item charges on invoices.

Invoice Disputes
Disputes General Workflow
Here is a general overview of the invoice dispute workflow:

Invoice Dispute process
Step 1. For PIs or Invoice Owners Open the online version of an invoice by selecting
the magnifying glass icon to the far right. Or, follow the link in your email if you are a
financial manager who has been asked to review an invoice. To select a charge for
dispute, hover over an individual line charge to view the orange Invoice Dispute flag.
Click on this orange flag to initiate the dispute process. A pop-up window will appear,

with a drop down list of possible dispute reasons. Select an appropriate reason and
click Initiate Dispute.

Once a dispute has been initiated, all selected contacts will receive an email
notification of the disputed invoice with a direct link to invoice.
Once a charge has been disputed, this orange flag will become permanently visible on
the line item.

Step 2). For Institutional Administrators and /or Core Administrators To begin the
dispute resolution process, click on the orange flag. A pop-up window will appear with
the original dispute details as well as options for addressing the dispute.
Select an appropriate resolution option and click Resolve dispute.

Once a dispute has been successfully resolved by an institutional/financial
administrator or core administrator, the orange flag will turn to green.

Step 3. An email notification can now be sent out to all appropriate contacts informing
them that the invoice dispute has been addressed. Within the invoice view, select the
Envelope icon at the top of the email. Choose Dispute Resolution email from the Type
drop-down menu. Select who you would like to send the email to and add any
personalized messages within the Message box.

Step 4. There is also a filter option within the Invoices view that will allow an
administrator to conveniently identify and track any invoices currently disputed (Under
Dispute) as well as invoices that were previously disputed but have been successfully

addressed (Dispute Resolved). An orange flag indicates an invoice is disputed, while a
green flag indicates the dispute has been resolved.

Detaching an Invoice Overview
There may be instances where an institution/core administrator needs to remove, or
detach, an entire invoice from a billing event. Reasons for this might include:
•
•
•

The invoice contains disputed or problematic charges, such as a valid payment
method has not been provided
The invoice has not been approved for payment
More time is required by the core manager and core customer to resolve
disputed charges on an invoice, such as the quantity of a service delivered

As to not hold up an entire billing event from being processed by an institution financial
system, we have now added the ability to detach invoices from a billing event.
Note: an invoice may NOT be detached from a billing event if any the following criteria
apply:
•
•

An invoice has been marked Paid or Partially Paid
The billing event has a status of File Sent, which indicates that all invoices on
that billing event have already been sent to Advantage for final processing.

Step 1. Go to the core Billing tab to view a list of existing billing events that have a
status of either "Billing Initialized" or "Draft", and find the billing event that contains the
invoice(s) you would like to remove. Click on the appropriate Invoices link to bring up a
list of all invoices on that billing event. Open the online version of the invoice you wish
to detach by selecting the magnifying glass icon to the far right.
Once the online version of the invoice is open, select the "Detach Invoice" icon at the
top of the invoice

Once you click on the Detach Invoice icon, a pop-up box will appear:

In this box, you may add any appropriate notes. Any notes you type in this box will also
be displayed in the "Core Notes" section at the bottom of the invoice.
Once an invoice has been detached, the Detach Invoice icon will be replaced by text
that identifies this invoice as being detached from its original billing event.

Step 2. Once an invoice has been detached, where does it go?
Once an invoice has been detached from a billing event, you may locate it in a few
different places.
1). A detached invoice will be moved to a new section called View Detached Invoices.
This can be found under the core facility Billing tab:

2). A detached invoice can be viewed within the general Invoices view, found in the
left-hand navigation menu under Core Facilities. A detached invoice can be easily
identified by its red lettered "Detached" status. There is also a filter within the Invoices
filter panel to search for detached invoices, allowing for easy aggregation of all
detached invoices.

3). A detached invoice will also be automatically moved to the next new Create a New
Billing Event instance for inclusion when ready. Selecting the checkbox next to the
invoice will insert it into the new billing event. There is also an “Include” checkbox at
the top of the list of detached invoices that, if selected, will automatically check off all
detached invoices as ready to include in that billing event.

